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Executive Summary
At the beginning of August 2021 Central and Local Government agreed to pause on taking decisions on the 3
Waters reform next steps to enable Local Government (LG) time to consider the reform proposals. Councils
were given eight weeks (further referred to as the ‘8-week period) to consider the impact of the reforms on
them and their communities and given an opportunity to provide feedback.
The purpose of this report is to capture the concerns raised by Elected Members and key stakeholders as a
Position Statement to be provided to Central Government. No decision is sought at this time on whether
Ōtorohanga District Council should opt in or opt out of the 3 Waters reform proposal. Depending on how the
government process proceeds, Council may be asked to make this decision at a later date.
The attached ‘Position Statement’ is the summary of these concerns collated throughout this period.
Recommendation(s)
It is recommended that Council;
1.
2.
3.

Receives the report by the Acting Group Manager of Engineering and Assets.
Adopts the Position Statement on Three Waters Reform as Ōtorohanga District Council’s feedback on
the impacts of reform, and;
Authorises Council’s Chief Executive to forward the Position Statement to the Minister of Local
Government.

Background
Memorandum of Understanding Between Council and the Crown
On the 20th of August 2020 Council entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with Central Government
to participate in the waters services delivery reform, more commonly referred to as the 3 waters reform. As
part of that decision Ōtorohanga District Council was given $2.5 Million to spend on stimulus projects within
the district.
Councils across New Zealand were required by the Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) to participate in the
‘Request for Information’ (RFI) process. The Water Industry Commission of Scotland, (WICS) an economic
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regulator, was commissioned by the DIA to present the current state of play of New Zealand’s Infrastructure
and future costs over the next 30 years and what effects reform would have on the communities of New
Zealand from an economic prospective.
Details of the Reforms
Based on the substantial work undertaken over the past year, the Government has decided, in partnership
with the LG sector, to pursue an integrated and extensive package of reforms to the current delivery of three
waters services and infrastructure.
The package comprises the following core components:
•

Establish four statutory, publicly-owned water services entities to provide safe, reliable and
efficient water services;

•

Enable the water services entities to own and operate three waters infrastructure on behalf of
local authorities, including transferring ownership of three waters assets and access to costeffective borrowing from capital markets to make the required investments;

•

Establish independent, competency-based boards to govern each water services entity;

•

Introduce mechanisms that protect and promote the rights and interests of Iwi/Māori in the new
three waters service delivery system;

•

Introduce a series of safeguards against future privatisation of the water services entities;

•

Set a clear national policy direction for the three waters sector, including expectations relating to
the contribution by water services entities to any new spatial/resource management planning
processes;

•

Establish an economic regulation regime, to ensure efficient service delivery and to drive the
achievement of efficiency gains, and consumer protection mechanisms; and

•

Develop an industry transformation strategy to support and enable the wider three waters
industry to gear up for the new water services delivery system.

The ‘Better Off’/’No Worse Off’ Package
To support the sector through this change, LGNZ and the Crown (through DIA) jointly developed a nationallevel package to wrap around the reform proposals that addresses the sector’s concerns and supports our
communities now and into the future. The package is detailed in a Heads of Agreement, signed in July,
between LGNZ and the Government.
Part of this support is the development of a financial support package, a package of $2.5 billion to support the
sector through the transition to the new water services delivery system, and to position the sector for the
future.
There are two broad components to this support package:
•

$2 billion of funding to invest in the future of local government and community well-being, while
also meeting priorities for government investment (the ‘better off’ component).

•

$500 million to ensure that no local authority is financially worse off as a direct result of the
reform (the ‘no worse off’ component).

The better off component of the support package, which comprises $1 billion Crown funding and $1 billion
from the new water services entities, is allocated to territorial authorities on the basis of a nationally
consistent formula that takes into account population, relative deprivation and land area. This formula
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recognises the relative needs of local communities, the unique challenges facing local authorities in meeting
those needs and differences across the country in the ability to pay for those needs.
Territorial authorities will be required to demonstrate that the use of this funding supports the three waters
service delivery reform objectives and other local well-being outcomes and aligns with the priorities of central
and local government, through meeting some or all of the following criteria:
•

supporting communities to transition to a sustainable and low-emissions economy, including
building resilience to climate change and natural hazards; and

•

delivery of infrastructure and/or services that enable housing development and growth, with a
focus on brownfield and infill development opportunities where those are available and support
local place-making and improvements in community well-being.

The no worse off component of the support package is intended to address the costs and financial impacts on
territorial authorities. In particular, as a result of the three waters reform programme and associated transfer
of assets, liabilities and revenues to new water services entities. It includes up to $250 million allocation to
support Councils to meet unavoidable costs of stranded overheads. The remainder of the no worse off
component will be used to address adverse impacts on the financial sustainability of territorial authorities.
This will require a due diligence process that will need to be worked through in the coming months.
In addition to the support package, the Government expects to meet the reasonable costs associated with the
transfer of assets, liabilities and revenue to new water services entities, including staff involvement in working
with the establishment entities and transition unit. The DIA is continuing to work with LGNZ and Taituarā, to
develop the process for accessing the various components of the support package outlined above, including
conditions that would be attached to any funding.
The Government and LGNZ have recommitted to working in partnership with the LG sector not just on these
reforms, but on other challenges and opportunities. This is reflected in a joint central/local government
statement released by the Government and LGNZ and underpinned by the Heads of Agreement.
Through the Heads of Agreement, the Government and LGNZ have agreed to pause any further decision and
give local authorities a reasonable period from the end of the LGNZ conference through to 1st October to
consider the impact of the reforms. This has been called the “8-week period” and we are now nearing the end
of that period.
It is important to note, while the financial support package has been included in the background summary it is
not part of the decision making required by Council at this time.

Process followed
Two weeks into the 8-week period the country returned to level 4 Lockdown and this restricted how
consultation could take place and required council to hold a series of online workshops with Elected Members,
Iwi and Rural Water Scheme Committees. The process was well received and we had a good level of
engagement considering the difficult times.
All of the feedback from the workshops was captured and is presented in the attached Council’s Position
Statement.
Options
There are three options available to Council in this report:
1. Adopt the Position Statement (PS) attached as Appendix 1
2. Don’t adopt the PS
3. Amend the PS and adopt the amended version
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Considerations
1.

Significance and Engagement

As there is no decision to opt in or out of the reforms required at this time, the Significance and Engagement
Policy (SEP) has been considered but no formal public consultation is required at this stage. It has been the
reforms position that at this time any form of consultation may be too early, given there are considerable
factors still to be worked through.
However, Council has taken the opportunity to engage with Iwi and Rural Water Scheme Committees on the
reform package and their feedback is incorporated into the Position Statement.
However, it is important to note that subsequent decisions relating to either the Three Waters Service Delivery
Reform or projects/funding aspects, may trigger consultation at that time.
Councils SEP sets out whether or not Council needs to consult and if so, to what level of consultation is
required.
2.

Policy and Plans

Apart from the Significance and Engagement Policy there are no other policies or plans relating to the
adoption of the Position Statement.
3.

Legal

Other than the normal considerations of the Council’s responsibilities under the Local Government Act 2002,
there are no additional legislative processes around the adoption of the Position Statement. At this time there
is also no binding or enforceable decision to opt in or opt out of the 3 Waters Reform to be made as a result of
this report.
4.

Financial

Although financial implications of reforms were a common theme throughout the workshops, any financial
impacts are not considered in this report.
5.

Iwi

A workshop was held with Iwi and their concerns are included in the Position Statement.

Options Analysis
Staff are recommending that Council adopts a Position Statement and sends it to the Minister of Local
Government in the timeframe provided as part of the Three Waters Reform process. Staff believe that it is
important that Council makes our views known on the reforms based on the information we have on hand at
the moment. It is expected that every council around the country will be submitting feedback to the
government, so the absence of anything from Ōtorohanga District Council would likely be an anomaly.
Next steps
Government will take the feedback received from all the local authorities, collate it, and then decide on what
direction the reform will take. That process is expected to take until the end of October 2021 to complete.
Mark Lewis
ACTING GROUP MANAGER ENGINEERING AND ASSETS
Appendix – Ōtorohanga District Council - Position Statement – 3 Waters Reform
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Ōtorohanga District Council – Position Statement - 3 Waters Reform
Introduction
Ōtorohanga District Council acknowledges the reasons behind water service delivery reform and the
challenges that it faces into the future with infrastructure renewals and staying up to date with new levels of
compliance to supplying safe compliant drinking water and protect the natural receiving water bodies from
human activity. Couple that with the increasing threat of climate change, increasing environmental challenges
and skills shortages, it is not a simple road ahead.
Ōtorohanga District is moving into a considerable growth phase not seen for many years, and this is putting
more strain on the existing aging infrastructure, all of which was constructed during the 50’s and 60’s and
coming to the end of its useful life. That being said, Ōtorohanga has embarked on a robust planning process,
particularly through the 2021 Long Term Plan, and is well positioned to meet the challengers it may face in the
coming years.
Ōtorohanga like other rural Councils has a mix of urban networks and rural water supply schemes servicing
both residents and stock. This presents additional issues to that of urban communities. In particular, a wider
range of needs and expectations.
The reform proposals to date has shown that it will be far reaching and include or capture a lot of smaller rural
water supplies, not necessarily Council schemes, that were not subject to any compliance in the past. This very
much makes the water reform more than an urban issue. How far reaching this will be, is still unknown, as we
wait for the water services bill to be enacted. There is every likelihood that small rural Councils will inherit a
considerable number of smaller schemes, as result of new regulation. With or without reform Councils will
most likely need to cover the extra costs with maintaining these supplies.
Our Position
We Support:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The case for change – everyone in Aotearoa deserves to have access to safe drinking water, and
to have water bodies that are safe for recreational, environmental and cultural activities
That investment in infrastructure is complex and intergenerational
Water service delivery to remain in public control
The environmental regulator – Taumata Arowai
Bespoke solutions for Rural Water Schemes
Funding for marae to enable compliance
Greater collaboration to achieve efficiencies (even if the reforms do not proceed)
Water reform providing security for existing water staff to keep their jobs and remain local.

We are concerned about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of information has made it difficult to assess how the reforms will impact on our ratepayers.
Loss of control of our community’s assets.
How we can influence service outcomes and other issues of importance to our community.
How we ensure there is appropriate integration between our needs, planning and priorities
(representing our local community) and the planning and priorities of Water Service Entities.
Where will the skilled workforce come from?
Rural Water Scheme resource consents – who “owns” them if they go it alone?
The affordability of water, waste water and stormwater services.
Concerns regarding engagement with the community, particularly Iwi.
Want to retain the option of opting in or out and the Councilors would be guided or take
cognisance of community consultation outcomes.
How debt or surpluses in operational accounts/reserves be considered.
The pace of the reforms and how this reform interfaces with RMA and LG reforms.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water rates – will they be equalised across the regional entity? i.e. everyone pays the same.
Affordability for marae to achieve compliance.
The new entity structures look cumbersome and expensive.
How do we communicate the change to our community?
How will people be selected for the regional representative group (RRG) we need a local voice.
Community will still hold Councils accountable for water service delivery.
All Councils should have a seat on the RRG.
Entities must “give effect” to the LTP/AMPs/IS.
How will the entities engage with the community?
How will complaints be dealt with? Ombudsman?
How will the entity interface with Council planners who are engaging with developers?
Is there a mechanism for Councils to challenge the priorities of the entity?

Iwi are concerned about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The speed in which the reform is taking place and whether they can work within the time frames.
Not resourced enough to engage properly, and have not had all the information presented to
them.
Wish to be part of the design not just the governance.
Would like to see some tangible opportunities for upskilling and providing work for their people.
Education in schools around the importance of water.
Being involved in the monitoring of water consents.
Implications for existing JMAs and Treaty settlements.
Impact on marae.
Will this lead to small Council amalgamation?

Rural Water Schemes (RWS) are concerned about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited understanding how the reform will affect the schemes.
Guaranteed supply of water is critical to business and animal welfare.
Governance – existing scheme committee needs representation at the decision
making.
Expect clarity and consultation on any proposed change.
Increase in resilience and continued access to capital investment.
Affordability – what happens if people leave the scheme and the remainder carry more cost, will
town upgrades be burden on schemes?
How does future growth in towns affect rural supplies, town take priority over the Rural scheme?
Will the owners get a fair value for the scheme if taken over by the entity? It was paid for by the
farmers originally.
Price of water services has to be affordable realising 90% goes to stock.
Concerned about the compliance that will be placed on the scheme.
Ownership of the scheme, possible unified body for all schemes.
Rural communities concerned they will subsidise urban users, especially wastewater.
Different service expectations of RWS
How can RWS own their schemes under the new model, i.e. outside of the entity?
Concerns around the initial capital expenditure associated with point of use treatment and
ongoing operational expenditure.

Conclusion
Ōtorohanga District Council will continue to be actively involved in the 3 waters reform process. The points
above have been documented from targeted consultation with Elected Members, Iwi and our rural water
scheme owners. Many of the points listed demonstrate the need for greater clarity on how the reforms will
impact on the various users of three water services. We look forward to seeing what direction the reform
takes next.
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ITEM 190

ŌTOROHANGA TOWN CONCEPT PLAN – PROPOSED SCOPE, PROCESS, ROLES &
RESPONSIBILITIES

TO:

HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR AND COUNCILLORS
ŌTOROHANGA DISTRICT COUNCIL

FROM:

STRATEGIC ADVISOR

DATE:

28 SEPTEMBER 2021

Relevant Community Outcomes

Engaged Ōtorohanga

Liveable Ōtorohanga

Thriving Ōtorohanga

Vibrant Ōtorohanga

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Council’s adopted 2021-31 Long Term Plan (LTP) includes provision for the development of Town/Urban Centre
Plans (TCP) for Kāwhia and Ōtorohanga, and the review/update of the Ōtorohanga Rural Community Plan.
Development of the Ōtorohanga TCP is signaled for 2021/22, with a budget provision of $300,000.
Town Centre or Concept Plans provide a blueprint to guide the future development of a defined urban area,
typically with a focus on a town centre (CBD). As there are expected to be matters for consideration that affect
the entire Ōtorohanga urban area, it is better to reference this project as the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan
(TCP). This report sets out the proposed scope, process, roles and responsibilities for developing the Ōtorohanga
TCP.
Key to the successful delivery of the TCP project will be local leadership and the Ōtorohanga Community Board
and the Council play key roles in this regard. It is proposed that a Community Steering Group be established to
support the project, with membership drawn from across the local community. Specific engagement with
Iwi/mana whenua is proposed to establish how they might best be represented on the project. Equally important
will be the involvement of the local community and stakeholders in the TCP process, and a
communications/engagement plan is to be developed in this regard.
A draft (initial) Project Plan has been developed (Appendix 1). The project plan indicates the adoption by Council
of an Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan in September 2022 (i.e. prior to the local government elections in October
2022). The project plan also signals the appointment of suitably qualified/experienced consultants to develop
the draft TCP and assist with community/stakeholder engagement. To achieve the stated timeframes, the
consultants will need to be in place by December 2021. The project will be supported by a staff project team,
with monthly progress reporting expected to both the Community Board and Council.
On 2 September 2021 the Ōtorohanga Community Board considered the initial version of this report and
supporting information. As a result the Board made the following substantive recommendations:
That the Ōtorohanga District Council:
a.

Confirms the initial project plan for the development of the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan
as presented;

b.

Confirms the leadership role of the Ōtorohanga Community Board in the development of the
draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan;

c.

Confirms the establishment and terms of reference for a Community Steering Group to
support the development of the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan;
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d.

Instructs the Ōtorohanga District Council Chief Executive to proceed with the Ōtorohanga
Town Concept Plan project in general accordance with this report and the initial project plan
as presented.

RECOMMENDATIONS
That Ōtorohanga District Council:
1.

Receives this report ‘Ōtorohanga town concept plan – proposed scope, process, roles &
responsibilities’;

2.

Confirms the initial project plan for the development of the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan as
presented;

3.

Confirms the leadership role of the Ōtorohanga Community Board in the development of the draft
Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan;

4.

Confirms the establishment and terms of reference for a Community Steering Group to support the
development of the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan;

5.

Instructs the Ōtorohanga District Council Chief Executive to proceed with the Ōtorohanga Town
Concept Plan project in general accordance with this report and the initial project plan as presented.

6.

Confirms that the appointment of Consultants to support the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan project
be determined by the Chief Executive, with support from a procurement panel comprising
representation from the Ōtorohanga Community Board, elected Council and Council staff.

BACKGROUND
Council’s adopted 2021-31 Long Term Plan (LTP) includes provision for the development of Town/Urban Centre
Plans (TCP) for Kāwhia and Ōtorohanga, and the review/update of the Ōtorohanga Rural Community Plan.
Development of the Ōtorohanga TCP is signaled for 2021/22, with a budget provision of $300,000.
In 1988 Boffa-Miskell consultants prepared a proposal for an Ōtorohanga town enhancement as part of the
development of a tourism study being undertaken for the Council by Murray-North consultants. The purpose
of the study was to explore ways of encouraging more tourist activity in the town, and the enhancement
proposal identified areas where the physical design and aesthetics of public areas could be improved to
provide a more attractive environment for visitors and locals. The enhancement proposal was of a preliminary
nature, and focused on three areas:


Township approaches



Town Open spaces



Town Centre

The Boffa-Miskell proposal identified and prioritised seven projects:
1. The Town Hall site and its lateral linkage
2.

The north and south town entry points

3.

Main street enhancement – planting, paving, etc

4.

The Domain surrounds

5.

The southern approaches park area

6.

The northern approaches

7.

The other town centre areas.

Of these projects, the Town Hall site is the most notable one having been progressed - with the removal of the
old town hall, formation of the ‘village green’ and the development of the Library/Information Centre building.
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As the Boffa-Miskell work was of a preliminary, high-level nature, it is unclear to what extent progress has
been made on the other project areas identified.
In 2004 Council adopted the Ōtorohanga Community Plan. This was the culmination of a community-led
process based on a ‘four well-beings’ (Economic, Environmental, Social, Cultural) approach covering a 10-year
period. For each wellbeing area, the plan signalled a series of outcomes, actions, partners and indicators. It
was anticipated that the identified actions were expected to feed directly into Council’s 3-yearly LTP process
(as a way of being progressed).
The Ōtorohanga Community Plan has not been reviewed since its adoption in 2004.
In 2011 CCS Disability Action completed an accessibility audit covering Ōtorohanga township. The purpose of
the audit was to identify areas where improvements could be made for those within the community who
experienced mobility difficulties. Over recent years staff have incorporated improvement actions within the
roading programme.
Prior to the development of the draft 2021-2031 LTP, Council was aware of several ideas within the
community focused on improving aspects of the town centre area – examples included a main street upgrade
and a new town hall. Community interest in exploring these ideas as possible projects was tested as part of the
Ōtorohanga 2050 process (as a lead in to the development of the draft LTP).
Based on community feedback Council accepted the notion that these and other ideas/proposals would best
be considered in a coordinated manner, and through a process that allowed for widespread community input.
This was the basis of including the Ōtorohanga town/urban centre plan proposal in the draft LTP.
Subsequently, Council has adopted the 2021-2031 LTP with the Ōtorohanga town/urban centre plan as a
project to be undertaken in 2021/22.
The nature of the areas of likely community interest and the opportunities to be considered means the project
should encompass the entire Ōtorohanga urban area. In that regard the project is better referred to as the
Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan.
Town Concept Plans provide a blueprint to guide the future development of a defined urban area, typically
with a focus on the central retail/commercial area.
Town Concept Plan (TCP) processes are widely used to identify, analyse, prioritise and reflect a community’s
aspirations, whether they be areas for future growth, major community projects, the enhancement of public
places/spaces or the movement/connectivity of people within communities. Inherent in these initiatives are
processes to identify or enable:
1.

A clear, shared vision (future state)

2.

A profile of the community (current state)

3.

An assessment/review of previous plans and initiatives

4.

Opportunities to tap into and challenges/issues to address

5.

Objectives that reflect priorities and guide implementation

6.

Strong local leadership and community ownership

7.

Extensive community engagement and stakeholder commitment

8.

A clear sense as of what a successful future look like

9.

An ambitious plan of action, with assigned responsibilities

10. Effective integration/linkage with relevant statutory processes.
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PURPOSE/SCOPE OF THE ŌTOROHANGA TOWN CONCEPT PLAN
Defining the purpose and scope of the Town Concept Plan from the outset will ensure the project is
appropriately framed, particularly as the draft Plan is prepared.
The following project purpose and scope are suggested:
Purpose
The purpose of the Ōtorohanga TCP is to establish an agreed framework and guide for:
1.

The future development/management of the public areas (including roads/footpaths and
parks/reserves), and Council facilities and properties in Ōtorohanga;

2.

The nature and timing of the development and associated funding decisions of the public and private
sector.

3.

Identifying areas for future commercial, industrial and residential growth

Scope
The Ōtorohanga TCP will focus on the entire urban area of the Town (i.e. the Ōtorohanga Ward). Council
should not wish to limit consideration of issues and opportunities of importance to the community, but it is
anticipated that specific consideration is given to:


Community need for a town hall facility



Main street enhancement/upgrade, including building and structures



The future of the existing swimming pool facility



Walking and cycling connectivity



Areas for future commercial, industrial and residential growth



Development of parks, reserves and other public recreational space



Greater reflection of local arts, culture and heritage



Way-finding (signage)



The main town entry points on State Highways 1 and 39, and Kakamutu Road.

Particular focus will be given to the central business area - bounded by the Rail Overbridge on State Highway 3,
Kakamutu Road, Ranfurly Street, Turongo Street, Te Kanawa Street, Clarke Street, Huiputea Drive and the Main
Truck Railway Line – refer draft Project Plan (Appendix 1).
Refer to Appendix 3 for the scope of work to be delivered as part of this project.
METHODOLOGY
The project plan (Appendix 1) identifies that the development of the Ōtorohanga TCP will have the following
characteristics:
1.

Be developed in conjunction with key stakeholders and the community

2.

Has a defined spatial (geographic) basis;

3.

Aims to promote more effective/efficient interaction between people, the environment (built and
natural) and infrastructure services (i.e. liveability);

4.

Addresses/responds to specific issues/problems and seeks to capitalise on opportunities;

5.

Will provide a guide/blueprint for future development, whether public (e.g. government/local
government) or private.

While the proposed approach is primarily based on a Town Concept Plan model, it is suggested the process
incorporate aspects of a traditional community planning approach. These approaches are summarised in the
following table:
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Plan ‘ownership’
Purpose of Plan

Scope of Plan

Process

Implementation
Responsibility

Town Concept Plan Approach
Council
Address major issues (i.e. beyond the
scope/ability of the community to
resolve) and improve amenity.
Primary focus is on major
development/redevelopment of
public spaces, facilities, services or
infrastructure.
Top-down and bottom-up.
Issues/opportunities identified by
Council, stakeholders and
community. Council to develop
options and test with community.
Council, with community and
stakeholder support.

Community Plan Approach
Community
Promote community cohesion and
improve liveability.
Broad approach based on a range of
small-medium scale actions/ projects.
Signals any larger scale actions/projects
requiring Council (or another public
entity) to assume responsibility for.
Bottom-up (‘for the community by the
community’).

Community, with Council and
stakeholder support.

By adopting this blended approach, it is likely that the Ōtorohanga TCP will have elements (an action
plan/programme) that the community can take ownership and implement. In order to facilitate this
community action component, the Council may need to be ‘adaptive’ in its decision-making. On this basis the
Ōtorohanga TCP will have both short and long-term aspects in its implementation plan.
While there may be some short-term actions in the TCP, it is likely that Council and key stakeholders, such as
Waka Kotahi/NZ Transport Agency, will have actions that span a longer period. In which case these actions will
need to be considered and incorporated into Annual Plan/LTP processes in order that appropriate
prioritisation and funding provision can be made. This is appropriate as circumstances may change, and the
actions/projects as proposed in the TCP may need to have their scope or timing amended. For this reason,
periodic review of the TCP would be appropriate. Ideally, the reviews would coincide with the timing of LTP
cycles, but on a 6 yearly basis (i.e. every second LTP).
The use of urban planning specialists is seen as an inevitable part of the process. In addition to specialist
expertise, the use of consultants provides a high degree of independence and objectivity – which is useful
when considering differing local views.
The components of the project that consultants and staff would deliver are set out in Appendix 3.
PROJECT ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
A Town Concept Plan process is complex, and its success is reliant on a full community and stakeholder
engagement process, strong local leadership and effective project management. The following table outlines
the expected roles and responsibilities for the TCP project:

Role
Project Governance

Project Liaison and Community
Leadership

Project Sponsor

Responsibilities
Ultimate Decision-maker
Project advocate/ promoter
within community
Liaison with/Reporting from
Community Steering Group
Project leadership/
advocate/promoter within
community
Engagement with Iwi
Project oversight
Resource allocation

Person/Group
Ōtorohanga District Council

Ōtorohanga Community Board

ŌDC Group Manager Strategy
and Community (Chief
Executive)
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Community Steering Group
Project Manager

Project Team

Project Participants

Community engagement /
liaison / oversight
Provide overall project direction
within agreed scope
Manages project in accordance
with project plan and Council
expectation
Direct oversight of Consultants
Monitoring and reporting
Liaison with Council and
Community Board
Resource management – staff,
consultants, budget
Receive guidance from Project
Sponsor
Provide technical guidance and
administrative assistance
Undertake assigned tasks
Receive guidance / direction
from the Project Manager
Attend project meetings
Represent organisational /
group / personal views in
accordance with project
objectives

Oversight from/through the
Ōtorohanga Community Board
Appointee to be confirmed by
ŌDC Chief Executive

Appointed Ōtorohanga District
Council staff

Iwi/mana whenua as a local
partner. Stakeholders –
including Ōtorohanga District
Development Board,
Ōtorohanga Business
Association; Waka
Kotahi/NZTA; residents; local
businesses; community groups;
clubs; CCS Disability Action;
central and regional
government agencies

Establishing a community steering group to assist the TCP process has proved beneficial in similar projects
elsewhere. The purpose of such a group is to enable timely guidance and feedback on the project and to
provide conduit to/from the community. Such a group should be representative of the community as a whole,
with specific representation from local Iwi/mana whenua. The proposed terms of reference for a community
steering group is provided as Appendix 2.
COST CONSIDERATIONS
A budget of $300,000 is available to support the development of the Ōtorohanga TCP. This will cover the use of
consultants, the development of supporting materials, research and community engagement. Wherever
possible Council staff will be used during the TCP development process. Any surplus funding will be allocated to
TCP implementation, subject to Council approval.
There are a number of consultants with significant experience in the TCP area. The engagement of a suitable
consultant(s) will be via a standard procurement process, likely via an Expression of Interest (EOI) or Request for
Proposal (RFP) process. The proposed project plan signals the appointment on consultants by December 2021.
Subject to Council support and budget considerations, some small scale place-making projects could be
undertaken during the TCP development process. This approach (sometimes referred as trials or prototyping)
provides a speedy and visible demonstration of some of the objectives featured in the TCP. Often these
projects are conceived and implemented by the community through volunteer effort and donation of
materials. Where these place-making projects are proposed on Council-administered land, speedy (nimble and
adaptive) Council decision-making will be important in order to maintain momentum and community
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involvement. This approach should not be seen as an opportunity to bypass key standards (.e.g. safety). An
enabling set of guidelines and appropriate staff delegations would facilitate this aspect of the TCP process.
Once the Ōtorohanga TCP is adopted it will be important to transition directly to implementation. Subject to
project/action priorities, the LTP budget for 2022/23 allows for this – noting that the development of the
Kāwhia TCP and review of the Rural Community Plan are scheduled for that year.
CONCLUSION
The Town Concept Plan project provides an opportunity to develop a blueprint for Ōtorohanga for the next 30
years (Ōtorohanga 2050) that reflects the direction set in the 2021/31 LTP for greater vibrancy and resilience
in the our communities. Success of the TCP will be an inclusive process through comprehensive engagement
with the local community and key stakeholders, and strong local leadership from both the Ōtorohanga
Community Board and the Council.
It is worth noting that any plan developed to guide/inform the future development of Ōtorohanga is just that –
a guide. It sets out the means by which particular issues and/or opportunities may be addressed or desired
outcomes achieved. It will not be appropriate to consider such a plan as being ‘cast in stone’ as circumstances
change and opportunities arise, and as such the plan and/or actions within will need to be re-assessed in light
of changing circumstances.

Ross McNeil
STRATEGIC ADVISOR
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Appendix 1 – Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan – Outline Project Plan
Introduction
In June 2021 the Ōtorohanga District Council adopted the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan (LTP), which included
funding for the development and implementation of a Town/Urban Centre/Concept Plan for Ōtorohanga. This
outline project plan sets out the proposed purpose, scope, process and indicative timeframe for the
development and adoption of the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan (TCP).
Background
In 1988 Boffa-Miskell consultants prepared a proposal for an Ōtorohanga town enhancement programme as
part of the development of tourism study being undertaken for the Council by Murray-North consultants. The
purpose of the study was to explore ways of encouraging more tourist activity in the town, and the
enhancement proposal identified areas where the physical design and aesthetics of public areas could be
improved to provide a more attractive environment for visitors and locals. The enhancement proposal was of a
preliminary nature, and focused on three areas:


Township approaches



Town Open spaces



Town Centre

The Boffa-Miskell proposal identified and prioritised seven projects:
8. The Town Hall site and its lateral linkage
9.

The north and south town entry points

10. Main street enhancement – planting, paving, etc
11. The Domain surrounds
12. The southern approaches park area
13. The northern approaches
14. The other town centre areas.
Of these projects, the Town Hall site is the most notable one having been progressed - with the removal of the
old town hall, formation of the ‘village green’ (Ōtorohanga Reserve) and the development of the
Library/Information Centre building. As the Boffa-Miskell work was of a preliminary, high-level nature, it is
unclear to what extent progress has been made on the other project areas identified in the 1988 work.
In 2004 Council adopted the Ōtorohanga Community Plan, which was the culmination of a community-led
process based on a ‘four well-beings’ (Economic, Environmental, Social, Cultural) approach covering a 10-year
period. For each wellbeing area, the plan signals a series of outcomes, actions, partners and indicators. It was
anticipated that the identified actions were expected to feed directly into Council’s 3-yearly LTP process (as a
way of being progressed).
The Ōtorohanga Community Plan has not been reviewed since its adoption in 2004.
In 2011 CCS Disability Action completed an accessibility audit covering Ōtorohanga township. The purpose of
the audit was to identify areas where improvements could be made for those within the community who
experienced mobility difficulties. Over recent years staff have incorporated improvement actions within the
roading programme.
Prior to the development of the draft 2021-2031 LTP, Council was aware of several ideas within the
community focused on improving aspects of the town centre area – examples included the main street
upgrade and a new town hall. Community interest in exploring these ideas as possible projects was tested as
part of the Ōtorohanga 2050 process (as a lead in to the development of the draft LTP).
Based on community feedback Council accepted the idea that these and other ideas/proposals would best be
considered in a coordinated manner, and through a process that allowed for widespread community input.
This was the basis of including the Ōtorohanga town/urban centre plan proposal in the draft LTP.
Subsequently, Council has adopted the 2021-2031 LTP with the Ōtorohanga town/urban centre plan as a
project to be undertaken in 2021/22.
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The nature of the areas of likely community interest and the opportunities to be considered means the project
should encompass the entire Ōtorohanga urban area. In that regard the project is better referred to as the
Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan.
Purpose
The purpose of the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan (TCP) is to establish an agreed framework and guide for:
4. The future management and development of the public areas (including roads/footpaths), and Council
facilities and properties in Ōtorohanga;
5.

Determining areas for future commercial, industrial and residential growth;

6.

The nature and timing of the development and associated funding decisions of the public and private
sector.

Scope
The Ōtorohanga TCP will focus on the urban area of the Town (i.e. the Ōtorohanga Ward) – refer Appendix 1.
That said, consideration will also be given to the commercial/industrial area developing to the west of the
town on State Highway 39 (west of the Waipa River).
The Ōtorohanga TCP will focus on the entire urban area of the Town (i.e. the Ōtorohanga Ward). Council and
the Board should not wish to limit consideration of issues and opportunities of importance to the community.
As a starting point the following should be considered, as most were highlighted during the Ōtorohanga
2050/LTP process:


Community need for a town hall



Main street enhancement/upgrade



The future of the swimming pool facility



Walking and cycling connectivity



Areas for future commercial, industrial and residential growth



Development of parks, reserves and other public recreational space



Greater reflection of local arts, culture and heritage



Way-finding (signage)



The main town entry points on State Highways 1 and 39, and Kakamutu Road.

Particular focus will be given to the central business area - bounded by State Highway 3 Rail Overbridge,
Kakamutu Road, Ranfurly Street, Turongo Street, Te Kanawa Street, Clarke Street, Huiputea Drive and the Main
Trunk Railway Line (Te Ara-o-Tūrongo) - Refer Appendix 2.
Objectives
The objectives guiding the TCP process are:








Engaging Iwi early to determine the level of involvement they would like to have in the TCP
development.
Identification of issues, opportunities and options, including likely costs.
Foster community and stakeholder engagement and consensus building in developing and finalising
the Ōtorohanga TCP.
ŌDC adoption of the TCP and implementation through the Annual Plan/LTP process as appropriate.
Establishing a community-centric action plan, which can be implemented ‘as of right’.
Identification of the preferred options for major community projects.
Indication of potential future growth areas (commercial, industrial, residential)
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Project Assumptions
This outline project plan assumes the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The budget will support the engagement of suitably experienced/qualified external resourcing
(consultants). The use of urban planning specialists is seen as an inevitable but necessary part of the
process, primarily because Council does not have the in-house staff capability/capacity.
The community and stakeholders will willingly engage in the project
Ōtorohanga groups will work collaboratively, positively and productively
The staff resourcing levels will be sufficient to effectively support the project
Missing key milestones may substantially delay the project
The project plan may change as new information/issues are identified
Council and Community Board elected members, management and staff will lead, positively promote
and fully support the project
The Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan will be adopted by Council prior to the 2022 local government
elections

Risk Assessment
The initial risk assessment (below) identifies and prioritises the likely risks, and sets out possible mitigation
strategies.
Risk
Project scope creep

Risk Level
Medium

Likelihood
Likely

Resourcing shortfall

Medium

Likely

Consultant input
unmanageable
Major project cost
escalation

Medium

Possible

Medium

Possible

Milestones not
achieved
Community/
Stakeholder
engagement limited
Plan outputs/ actions
are unaffordable/
unrealistic
Plan not
implemented

High

Possible

High

Possible

High

Likely

Medium

Possible

Mitigation
Final scope and any major changes confirmed
by Council
Chief Executive to review resourcing levels
as/when requested by Project
Manager/Sponsor
Consultant input/costs clearly defined at
outset
Budget limit established. Project scope/
deliverables finalised before any Consultant
appointment finalised. Project Manager
appointed – costs regularly monitored
Project Manager appointed – timeline
regularly reviewed
Comprehensive communication plan
developed and engagement opportunities
well promoted
Final Plan signed off by Council with actions
prioritised. Major projects advanced through
Annual Plan/LTP process
Community Board to maintain oversight over
implementation and present any concerns to
Council (on behalf of the community).
Regulatory reports on progress, including any
implementation issues, presented by staff to
Council
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Appendix 2 – Community Steering Group – Proposed Terms of Reference

Community Steering Group - Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan
Terms of Reference
REPORTING TO:

The Ōtorohanga Community Board

MEMBERSHIP:

8-12 members, reflective of the social, cultural, economic and
environmental aspirations and diversity of the Ōtorohanga community.
Community members will be appointed by the Ōtorohanga Community
Board. Iwi/mana whenua will be engaged with to consider how they might
best be represented.
Where a member of the Steering Group represents a community
group/organisation, an alternate representative may be nominated to
attend meeting when the primary member is absent.
The Ōtorohanga Community Board and Ōtorohanga District Council may
each appoint up to two (2) Board/Council members to sit on the Steering
Group. Other members of the Community Board or Council may attend
meetings, but they are not members of the Steering Group.
Members of the Steering Group will appoint their own independent chair
(i.e. a member who is not an elected member of either the Community
Board or Council).

MEETING FREQUENCY:

As required, but expected to be no less frequently than monthly.

MEETING STATUS

Meetings are not open to the public.

OBJECTIVE:

To provide advice to the Ōtorohanga Community Board and Ōtorohanga
District Council on the development of the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan.

PURPOSE/SCOPE OF ACTIVITY:
The Steering Group will consider information and provide advice and recommendations to the Ōtorohanga
Community Board and Ōtorohanga District Council on the preparation of the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan
(TCP). In fulfilling this purpose, the Steering Group will:
1.

Act as an independent group providing real time feedback on issues and opportunities identified during
the Ōtorohanga TCP process. This is in addition to any feedback opportunities involving the community in
general.

2.

Act as a conduit between the community/community groups and the Board/Council, and bring forward any
relevant issues, opportunities and other matters that should be considered as part of the Ōtorohanga TCP
process.

3.

Assist the Board/Council in the communication and presentation of the Ōtorohanga TCP project to the
community.

4.

Recommend priorities for the implementation of the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan.
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ATTENDANCE AT ŌTOROHANGA COMMUNITY BOARD AND ŌTOROHANGA DISTRICT COUNCIL MEETINGS:
5.

Steering Group members are encouraged to attend Board/Council meetings when matters relating to the
Ōtorohanga TCP are being discussed. Attendance at Board and Council meetings by Steering Group
members is at the discretion of the Steering Group member. Speaking rights at such meetings are at the
discretion of the Board/Council meeting Chair.

POWER TO RECOMMEND TO THE OTOROHANGA COMMUNITY BOARD OR THE OTOROHANGA DISTRICT
COUNCIL:
6.

Where required by the Board or Council, recommendations will be sought from the Steering Group, which
will be included in relevant reports.

7.

Where the Steering Group wishes to take a position on an issue, recommendations can be provided in
relevant reports to the Board or Council. Generally, any advice/recommendations from the Steering Group
to the Council will come via the Community Board.

8.

The Steering Group is encouraged to operate on a consensus basis. However, where no consensus can be
reached on formal feedback to the Board or Council, a vote can be held to clarify positions, with one vote
per member present.

STEERING GROUP ADMINISTRATION
9.

Ōtorohanga District Council staff will be responsible for scheduling meetings, preparing agendas, and
taking notes at Steering Group meetings.

10. Ōtorohanga District Council staff will notify Steering Group members when Board and Council agendas and
minutes are made available, including details of resolutions relating to the TCP project.
11. Agenda items will focus on discussion items and upcoming matters of importance. Items for information
will be included, but may not be the subject of an agenda item.
12. Monthly TCP progress reports will be prepared for each Board and Council meeting for the duration of the
project.
13. The Board and Council are to be notified of any changes of membership of the Steering Group.
New/additional members are to be appointed by the Board.
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Appendix 3 – Project elements to be delivered by the appointed Consultant1
1.

The development of a high level growth strategy for Ōtorohanga Township, with potential areas for
future commercial, industrial and residential growth identified, evaluated and prioritised. The
evaluation to include, but not be limited to, development potential, suitability and serviceability. This
work will inform a future review of the Ōtorohanga District Plan (i.e. Schedule 1 process or similar)

2.

A needs assessment is undertaken for community facilities/spaces, including (but not necessarily
limited to) a new town hall, upgraded swimming pool facilities and the development reserves/public
spaces. Prepare a prioritised development plan reflecting the outcome of the needs assessment.

3.

A transport flow/origin/destination assessment – within and through Ōtorohanga. Cover walking,
cycling, public and private modes, and consider connectivity across modes. Consider/assess options
(including benefit/costs) for separating through traffic from local destination traffic (with particular
consideration to heavy vehicles). Include an assessment of CBD parking needs, practices and
availability.

4.

Develop a ‘Main Street’ enhancement/improvement plan centred on Maniapoto Street, with
consideration given to verandas and building aesthetics as well as footpath and other public spaces.
The improvement plan to be based around prioritised actions, place-making and crime prevention
through environmental design (CPTED) principles and incorporate opportunities to visually reflect
arts, culture and heritage consistent with the town/district.

5.

Develop options for the threshold treatment of the main entry points to Ōtorohanga on State
Highways 3 and 39, and Kakamutu Road. The recommended treatment elements to cover aesthetics
and safety, and visually reflect arts, culture and heritage consistent with the town/district.

6.

Develop and implement a consultation plan that enables extensive engagement opportunity with
stakeholders and the wider community on the elements referenced in 1 – 5 above.

7.

Prepare a draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan document that draws together the above elements
referenced in 1 - 5 above and footnote below, and contains a prioritised costed (estimate) action plan
with responsibilities for delivering clearly assigned.

1 ŌDC staff will prepare a community profile for Ōtorohanga township, which will establish a ‘current state’ – covering
population, business, building/structures and land/properties. Most building/property-related detail will be on Councilowned/administered assets. The profile will quantify growth rates and existing growth capacity. The successful Consultant will
be asked to review assumptions around growth and growth capacity. ŌDC staff will also review previous plans/projects for
implementation, and assess relevance in bringing forwarded uncompleted actions into the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan
process.
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ITEM 191

ŌTOROHANGA DISTRICT OCCUPANCY POLICY AND COMMUNITY OCCUPANCY
GUIDELINES

TO:

HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR AND COUNCILLORS
OTOROHANGA DISTRICT COUNCIL

FROM:

MANAGER PROPERTY

DATE:

28 SEPTEMBER 2021

Relevant Community Outcomes
Connected Ōtorohanga
Empowered Ōtorohanga
Supportive Ōtorohanga
Thriving Ōtorohanga
Vibrant Ōtorohanga

Executive Summary
The draft Ōtorohanga District Occupancy Policy (Policy) has been developed to;
a)

set out the framework for decision making regarding occupancy agreements for all of Council
owned properties, including Community Groups occupying Council property classified for
community use.
b) provide direction to staff managing Council occupancies and clarity to occupiers/potential occupiers of
Council property to ensure this service;
• aligns with best practice
• occurs in a consistent, efficient, effective manner
• is transparent, fair and accountable
• maximises economic return in commercial properties
• maximises community benefit in community properties
The supporting draft Ōtorohanga District Community Occupancy Guidelines (Guidelines)
developed in accordance with, and to support the implementation of, the Policy to;

h ave been

a) provide information to Community Groups wishing to have an occupancy agreement with Council
for Council owned or administered Community Property.
b) provide guidance for property staff administering Council’s Community Property portfolio .
c) make Community Properties (land/buildings) available for use by Community Groups.
d) support the vital role of Community Groups by providing a rental subsidy for Occupancy of
Community Properties by Community Groups.
The Policy and the Guidelines for managing Council properties contribute to providing for a strong social,
environmental, economic and cultural base to meet local needs, while aligning with Council’s Vision and
Community Outcomes.
The management and use of Council’s older persons housing is covered under a separate policy, and it
specifically excluded from this proposal.
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Recommendation
It is recommended that;
1.

The draft Ōtorohanga District Occupancy Policy along with the draft Ōtorohanga District Community
Occupancy Guidelines as attached in this report is adopted by Council, subject to;
a. undergoing a public notification period of one month inviting feedback on the draft Policy and
draft Guidelines.
b. any known affected parties, including current occupiers of Council property being informed of
the draft Policy and draft Guidelines being open for feedback.
c. staff reporting back to Council post the notification period closing, with a summary of any
feedback received along with any suggested amendments to the draft Policy or draft
Guidelines as a result of the feedback process.

Background
Council has recognised that occupancy arrangements for Council properties have traditionally been decided on
an ad hoc basis. As a result of this, there are inconsistencies within the various arrangements and a lack of
clarity around how occupants are charged, the terms of the agreement, the criteria for applying, the process
for decision making and for staff administering the property portfolio. Council is periodically challenged by
enquiries around this, making it difficult for staff and Elected Members to defend historical decisions that have
been inconsistently made across the different terms of governance or by various staff administration.
Throughout the recent Long Term Plan (LTP) process Council staff presented Elected Members with a variety
of workshops, one of these was around the grants and subsidies Council gives out to community organisations
in our district to support their contribution to the four wellbeing outcomes in our community. Community
Groups occupying Council’s Community Properties, with rentals subsidised by rate payers, was also included in
these discussions. It was accepted that the development of an occupancy policy would provide clarity,
consistency and certainty when providing for and managing commercial or community use of Council property.
In a combined Council and Community Boards workshop on 21 September 2021, staff presented an outline of
what a policy or guidelines could include, to seek direction and clarification on varying aspects relating to
occupancies. This was to ensure staff were developing the right mechanism, to provide a best practice
approach to the management of occupancies that is consistent, transparent, efficient and fair, while
maximising rental return and community benefit.
As a result of the workshop staff have developed the attached (attachment 1) draft Ōtorohanga District
Community Occupancy Policy (Policy) and the supporting draft Ōtorohanga District Community Occupancy
Guidelines (Guidelines) (attachment 2).
As Council already has existing occupancies in place and other parties have shown interest in being considered
for new occupancies, staff recommend that a one-month notification period is undergone to invite feedback
from the public and any interested parties, including existing occupiers, on the draft Policy and draft
Guidelines before Council adoption of the respective Policy and Guidelines.
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Options
Option 1 - That Council adopts the draft Ōtorohanga District Occupancy Policy and the draft Ōtorohanga
District Community Occupancy Guidelines.
The advantages of this option are;





Council provides clear policy direction and guidance in regard to the provision, management of
occupancies of Council property.
Council staff are able to manage the property portfolio in an efficient, fair and transparent way, that
aligns with best practice.
That consistent, effective and defendable decisions around the allocation of new occupancies can be
made based on Policy direction.
Council staff are able to report back the status of occupancies and on the accountability of the recipient
Community Groups receiving rentals subsidised by ratepayers.

The disadvantages of this option are;




Some Elected Members may struggle with the reliance on the Policy to inform decision making on
occupancies, and could feel they will lose the ability to make decisions on the traditional ad hoc basis.
There may be concerns that some current occupants, through the consistent Policy approach will be
unduly negatively impacted financially.
Some community members may feel that by providing clear guidelines with a set criterion for
Community Occupancies that some groups may be excluded from receiving subsidised rentals if they
do not qualify under the Guidelines.

Option 2 - That Council does not adopt the draft Ōtorohanga District Occupancy Policy and the draft
Ōtorohanga District Community Occupancy Guidelines.
The advantages of this option are;


This avoids a set policy direction, clear guidance, and criteria for Community Groups receiving
subsidised rentals allowing for more flexibility to consider each case on an ad hoc basis.

The disadvantages of this option are;




This options exposes Council to unnecessary risk with an inconsistent, ad-hoc approach being applied
to the management of occupancy arrangements with Council.
Council staff will labour over preparing individual reports to Council for decision making without any
established policy direction from Council.
Council may continue to be challenged as to why there are inconsistencies between occupancy
arrangements between the various groups occupying Council property.
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Considerations

1.

Significance and Engagement

Adopting the draft Policy and draft Guidelines to provide for the management of Council occupancies does not
trigger any specific consultative requirements.

2.

Policy and Plans

An overarching Property Strategy or Property Activity Management Plan is yet to be developed, however the
adoption of a Policy and Guidelines for the management of Council occupancies will align Council with best
practice.
3.

Legal

There are no specific legislative processes around the development of the Policy or Guidelines other than the
normal considerations of the Council’s responsibilities under the Local Government Act 2002. However, the
status of individual Council property mean they may be subject to particular statutory requirements. In such
cases, those statutory requirements will continue to be met.
When implementing the adopted Policy and Guidelines, staff will need to consider Council’s legal
responsibilities as they relate to any existing occupancy terms, for example, when and how changes to
responsibilities, terms and rentals can take place whilst remaining legally compliant.
4.

Financial

It is expected that through the consistent management of occupancies approach that Council may see an
increase in revenue through grazing licences in particular. It is not expected there will be a significant
difference in revenue form subsidised community occupancies over the whole portfolio, however staff will
bring more information on this aspect back to Council before the adoption of a final policy.
5.

Iwi

Iwi were not specifically involved in the development of the draft Policy or Guidelines.
Preferred Option and Reasons
It is the staff recommendation that Council supports Option 1 to adopt the draft Ōtorohanga District
Occupancy Policy and the draft Ōtorohanga District Community Occupancy Guidelines, to ensure the
management of occupancy arrangements occurs in a consistent, efficient and effective manner, is fair and
transparent and aligns with best practice.
Attachments
Attachment 1 – Ōtorohanga District Occupancy Policy
Attachment 2 – Ōtorohanga District Community Occupancy Guidelines

Patricia Ambury
MANAGER PROPERTY
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ITEM 192

FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE MONTH ENDING 31 AUGUST 2021

TO:

HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR & COUNCILLORS
OTOROHANGA DISTRICT COUNCIL

FROM:

FINANCE MANAGER

DATE:

28 SEPTEMBER 2021

Relevant Community Outcomes
Connected Ōtorohanga
Empowered Ōtorohanga
Supportive Ōtorohanga
Thriving Ōtorohanga
Vibrant Ōtorohanga

Executive Summary
The Financial Report for the month ended 31 August 2021 is attached.
Report Discussion
The following financial report represents the results as at 31 August 2021. This is the second monthly financial
report created for Council.
At the time of writing this report, the audit of the 2020/21 Annual Report is still progressing. Due to the final
figures still being determined, some of the information that may rely on the information from the prior year
has not yet been processed and will be done once the Annual Report is completed.
Recommendation(s)
It is recommended:
That the Financial Report for the month ended 31 August 2021 be received.

B O’Callaghan
FINANCE MANAGER
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Overall there is a net surplus to the end of August of $4,701,889, up on the budgeted surplus of $4,367,483.
This is due to the following variances:







There is no costs related to depreciation included in this report. This is due to the timing of the report
as the 2020/21 Annual Report has not yet been finalised, so depreciation calculations cannot be
completed until the final fixed asset balances have been determined.
The first instalment of rates for the year have been invoiced in July.
No subsidy from NZTA has been claimed in July, as NZTA has requested that no claims be done prior
to September 2021 due to changes in their systems.
Other expenses is down, due in part to the timing of spending, as well as the reversal of some accruals
for the 2020/21 Annual Report.
Employee Benefit Expenses is down due to a number of roles being vacant and currently going
through recruitment.
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Overall the balance sheet shows a healthy position at the end of August, with total current assets of
$7,540,089, against total current liabilities of $1,329,258, giving a working capital of $6,210,831.
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In the Combined Cost of Services statement, overall operating revenue is $2,610,175 under budget. This
predominately relates to Other General Sources, which is a result of internal charges not having been
processed as a result of the 2020/21 Annual Report not yet being finalised. Also Activity Revenue is down,
due in part to NZTA subsidies not being invoiced, as well as some decrease due to the Covid lockdown.
Operating expenditure is $2,785,241 under budget, with this being spread across all the budget areas. This is
a combination of both timing, and the Covid lockdown that was in place for the second half of August.
Capital expenditure and loan repayments as at 31 August were under budget by $1,785,772. This
predominately relates to the timing of some of the capital expenditure.
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ITEM 193

LAND AND BUILDINGS VALUATION

TO:

HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR AND COUNCILLORS
OTORHANGA DISTRICT COUNCIL

FROM:

FINANCE MANAGER

DATE:

28 SEPTEMBER 2021

Relevant Community Outcomes

Connected Ōtorohanga

Empowered Ōtorohanga

Supportive Ōtorohanga

Thriving Ōtorohanga

Vibrant Ōtorohanga

Executive Summary
This report provides the results of the Land and Buildings valuation as completed by Quotable Value.
Recommendation(s)
It is recommended that:
1.

Council adopts the valuation of the Land and Buildings.

Background
Council has historically done all valuations of assets on a 3 yearly cycle, all being timed to coincide with the
Long Term Plan process. This has caused issues with regards to the Annual Report process, as getting a large
number of valuations all done at the same time takes a considerable amount of resources.
It was decided last year that with the new Long Term Plan cycle, we would spread the revaluations over 3
years, so they are still on a 3 yearly cycle but not all in the same year. The cycle decided on was as follows:




Year 1 – Land and Buildings
Year 2 – Roading
Year 3 – Three Waters

Land and buildings was chosen first, as with the way the property market is moving in general, it was believed
that there was likely to have been sufficient movement to warrant a revaluation due to a fair value assessment
anyway.
Quotable Value was chosen to provide the valuation, and they undertook this during July and early August,
during which time site visits were undertaken. A copy of the covering report is included as an attachment.
The results of the valuation were presented to the Risk & Assurance Committee at their meeting on 1 st
September 2021. The committee went through the QV report in detail, and their recommendation was as
follows:
Resolved that the Committee receives the Finance Manager’s report on Land and Buildings valuations and that
it recommends to Council that it adopt the valuation of the land and Buildings as in this report.
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Since this meeting, Deloitte has started their review of the valuation, and have been dealing with QV to get the
workings for a sample of the valuations. When providing these workings, QV discovered that there was an
error in their spreadsheet that resulted in the land value of 6 properties being included in the building
valuation for those properties, as well as the land valuation, effectively double counting this. QV has processes
to review the valuations, but due to an error in the formula this was not identified as part of that review
either.
Prior to putting this report together, staff spoke with the Chair of the Risk & Assurance committee, and this
report was sent to him for review. We have also received written confirmation from QV that they are
confident that this error has not occurred with any other assets.
The movements as a result of the valuation are as follows:
Asset Class

Value 30 June
2020

Value 30 June
2021

Value 30
June 2021

(Initial)

(Corrected)

Movement

% movement

Operational
Land

8,756,100

10,716,200

10,716,200

1,960,100

22.38%

Operational
Buildings

6,201,700

8,257,900

6,242,600

40,900

0.65%

Restricted Land

8,199,300

10,178,000

10,178,000

1,978,700

24.13%

Restricted
Buildings

6,317,200

6,674,000

6,674,000

356,800

5.64%

29,474,300

35,826,100

33,810,800

4,336,500

14.71%

Total land is $20,894,200 and total buildings is $12,916,600. There is variance between the buildings figure in
the valuation and the figures above, due to the fact that some of the properties are where reservoirs are, and
these are valued as part of the Three Waters valuations, however Quotable Value has included them in their
valuation for completeness.
Brendan O’Callaghan
FINANCE MANAGER
Attachments
a) Quotable Value Valuation Cover Report
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ITEM 193

PLANNING REPORT FOR APRIL TO JUNE 2021

TO:

HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR & COUNCILLORS
OTOROHANGA DISTRICT COUNCIL

FROM:

GROUP MANAGER ENVIRONMENT

DATE:

28 SEPTEMBER 2021

Relevant Community Outcomes

Connected Ōtorohanga

Empowered Ōtorohanga

Supportive Ōtorohanga

Thriving Ōtorohanga

Vibrant Ōtorohanga

Executive Summary
Reporting on Resource Consents and planning approvals granted during the period 1 April to 30 June 2021.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended that:
The Planning Report for April to June 2021 be received.
Consent Decisions
During this quarter 21 non-notified applications, comprised of 6 Land use and 11 Subdivision consents and four
permitted boundary activities (PBA) were approved. Further details of these applications are provided in the
table below and in the attached list of approvals. These approvals compare with 15 consents (6 Land use, 7
Subdivision and two permitted boundary activities) granted in the same period last year.
Decisions by Ward
Wharepuhunga
Kio Kio Korakonui
Waipa
Otorohanga
Kawhia Tihiroa
Total

Land Use
2
0
0
1
3
6

Subdivision
1
6
0
0
4
11

PBA
1
0
0
1
2
4

AR Loe
GROUP MANAGER ENVIRONMENT
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Non- notified Resource Consent Decisions - 1/04/21 to 30/06/21
No
Applicant/Location/Proposal
O/S Decision
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------210040 Department of Corrections
LDE PS GDA 27/05/21
Waikeria Road
Outline Plan Waiver - Temporary Buildings
210029 Gadd Billie-Ann Family Trust
20 Huiputea Drive
Transportable 3 bedroom dwelling and
convert gym into accomdation facility.

LU PS GDA 1/04/21

210025 Waipapa Marae Trust
LU PS GDA 22/04/21
5489 State Highway 31 Kawhia Road
Additions to buildings and Install Wastewater Treatment
System
210031 Green Park Sheep Limited
LU PS GDA 27/04/21
1234 State Highway 3 Otorohanga Road
9.6m x 57m Eco Shelter
210024 BT and JS Riddle
541 Sulby Drive
Proposed four bedroom dwelling

LU PS GDA 29/04/21

210006 Mainland Poultry Limited
118 Huirimu Road
Construct a 10 shed poultry layer farm

LU PS GDA 12/05/21

Total: 6
210026 M S Fookes
PB PS GDA 7/04/21
156 Wharepuhunga Road
Site dwelling and water storage tanks within 15m wide
setback.
210028 SR and J Dawson
PB PS GDA 13/04/21
4 Owaikura Road
Site a sleep out within the 15 metre Other yard
210033 JA Curtis and JR Denny
125 Te Tahi Road
Construction of a Pole Shed

PB PS GDA 19/04/21

210043 JT and JA Appleton
PB PS GDA 8/06/21
Lot 3 - Orahiri Terrace
Site a dwelling in the 3.0m wide Other Yard
---Total: 4
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210012 Sanson Family Trust
SB PS GDA 1/04/21
422 Mangaorongo Road
To create four additional allotments with boundary
relocation.
210015 Andrew Shaw
39 Lake Road
Create one additional lot

SB PS GDA 13/04/21

210019 P J Walker
SB PS GDA 13/04/21
Hinewai Street
Conversion of Cross Lease to Fee Simple titles.
210022 Tri Meadows Ltd
SB PS GDA 14/04/21
315 Te Kawa Road
Create one additional Lot and undertake Boundary relocations
210027 LJ Emmett & AM & HD Emmett Trust
1633 Harbour Road
Boundary Relocation
210035 SR & RG Burmester
410 Honikiwi Road
Create one additional allotment

SB PS GDA 5/05/21

SB PS GDA 25/05/21

210036 JRP Kay
SB PS GDA 25/05/21
614 Wharepuhunga Road
Create one additional lot and undertake boundary relocation
210037 P B White
Whibley Road
Create one additional allotment

SB PS GDA 25/05/21

210021 A & D Roberts
SB PS GDA 8/06/21
63 Honikiwi Road
Create one additional record of title
210034 PA Newman
State Highway 3 Otorohanga Road
To create two additional Lots

SB PS GDA 14/06/21

210041 GV & RJ Appleton
SB PS GDA 30/06/21
1030 State Highway 3 Otorohanga Road
To create one additional Lot
Total: 11

Grand Total: 21
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ITEM 195

ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICERS REPORT FOR APRIL TO JUNE 2021

TO:

HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR & COUNCILLORS
OTOROHANGA DISTRICT COUNCIL

FROM:

GROUP MANAGER ENVIRONMENT

DATE:

28 SEPTEMBER 2021

Relevant Community Outcomes

Connected Ōtorohanga

Empowered Ōtorohanga

Supportive Ōtorohanga

Thriving Ōtorohanga

Vibrant Ōtorohanga

Executive Summary
A report from the Group Manager Environment on Dog and Animal Control activities in the District for the
period April to June 2021.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended that:
The report on Dog and Animal Control activities for the second quarter of 2021 be received.
Statistics

Registration Notices issued
Property visits for Registration Checks - Rural
Property visits for Registration Checks – Urban
Property visits for SOP
Property visits for Two Dog Permit
Complaints – Dogs Actioned
Complaints – Stock Actioned
Street Patrols Night – Otorohanga
Street Patrols Day
Enquiries – Registration/Dog Control
Dogs Impounded
Stock Impounded
Written and Verbal Warnings
Infringement Notices Issued
Call Outs

April
6
12
16
1
1
18
3
4
15
21
3
0
7
30
8

May
2
13
15
2
0
16
1
4
21
22
15
0
13
2
4

June
6
14
17
1
0
11
1
4
15
11
4
0
8
0
2

AR Loe
GROUP MANAGER ENVIRONMENT
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COUNCILLOR UPDATE
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